AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL 290
(Third Reading File Bill – Committee Reprint)

On page 209, under:

Heading: STATE RESERVE FUND

Program: Y01A01.01

Entitled: Revenue Stabilization Account

In line 4, strike “$1,372,531,817” and substitute “$1,351,531,817”.

On page 219, strike in their entirety lines 23 through 30, inclusive; and in lines 31 and 37, strike “(15)” and “(16)”, respectively, and substitute “(14)” and “(15)”, respectively.

On page 220, in lines 3 and 20, strike “(17)” and “(18)”, respectively, and substitute “(16)” and “(17)”, respectively.

On page 223, in lines 11, 16, 21, 26, 32, and 36, strike “(19)”, “(20)”, “(21)”, “(22)”, “(23)”, and “(24)”, respectively, and substitute “(18)”, “(19)”, “(20)”, “(21)”, “(22)”, and “(23)”, respectively.

On page 224, in lines 13, 19, 24, 28, and 33, strike “(25)”, “(26)”, “(27)”, “(28)”, and “(29)”, respectively, and substitute “(24)”, “(25)”, “(26)”, “(27)”, and “(28)”, respectively.

On page 225, in lines 3, 8, 15, 23, and 32, strike “(30)”, “(31)”, “(32)”, “(33)”, and “(34)”, respectively, and substitute “(29)”, “(30)”, “(31)”, “(32)”, and “(33)”, respectively.
On page 226, in lines 2, 6, 12, 17, 22, 27, 31, and 36, strike “(35)”, “(36)”, “(37)”, “(38)”, “(39)”, “(40)”, “(41)”, and “(42)”, respectively, and substitute “(34)”, “(35)”, “(36)”, “(37)”, “(38)”, “(39)”, “(40)”, and “(41)”, respectively.

On page 227, in lines 5, 11, 17, 21, and 29, strike “(43)”, “(44)”, “(45)”, “(46)”, and “(47)”, respectively, and substitute “(42)”, “(43)”, “(44)”, “(45)”, and “(46)”, respectively.

On page 228, in line 3, strike “(48)” and substitute “(47)”. 